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To nurture potential, rescue the 
harmed, and protect the earth.

An estimated 385 million children worldwide live in extreme 
poverty. They’re missing school to provide for their families, battling 
gender inequality, fleeing armed conflict, and surviving violence and 
exploitation. These children and their families face disproportionate 
barriers to achieving their full potential. The only thing separating 
them from success is an opportunity.

Since 2009, The D. Gary Young, Young Living Foundation has 
partnered on dozens of projects worldwide that have helped over 
one million individuals in need meet their basic needs and unlock 
access to the opportunities they need to dream, create, and thrive.

For more ways to get involved, go to  
YoungLivingFoundation.org/get-involved.

Get Involved

Starting a Passion in You fundraiser

Joining a community of  
monthly donors

Sponsoring a Young Living  
Academy student

Designating us as your charity on  
Smile.Amazon.com

Make a difference with the 
Young Living Foundation by:

CONNECT WITH US

@YoungLivingFoundation

YoungLivingFoundation.org   |   info@younglivingfoundation.org

OUR MISSION



A BETTER WORLD FOR ALL OF US
WILL YOU HELP US BUILD A WORLD THAT IS SAFE & THRIVING 

FOR THE RISING GENERATIONS?
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NURTURE 
POTENTIAL
We nurture potential by 
championing education 
for students and 
developing enterprise 
opportunities for women 
so the generational cycle 
of poverty can be broken.

PROTECT       
THE EARTH
We protect the earth 
through conservation 
efforts that bring about 
meaningful and lasting 
change in the natural 
environment.

Our Three Focus Areas

RESCUE THE 
HARMED
We rescue the harmed 
through our ending 
exploitation initiatives 
that aim to protect the 
vulnerable from abuse 
and human trafficking.

Our 100 Percent Promise

The Young Living Foundation is the 
philanthropic arm of Young Living 
Essential Oils. Because Young 
Living generously covers all of our 
administrative costs, 100 percent of 
every donation goes to our partners 
and projects, providing a direct impact.

“Knowing that 100 percent of what I 

give goes directly to the programs—and 

not a fraction of it is taken away—

means that my donation gets leveraged 

and used to the best of its ability.” 

—Melissa Poepping,  
   Young Living brand partner


